
 

GNC Overview most vehicles air space water include

a guidance navigation a control system that operates

in real time as the vehicle moves

Navigation The hav system consists of sensors
to measure the state of the system
as well as computational tools for filtering
outlier detection etc i e estimation

Guidance The guidancesystem uses the current

estimate of the state from nau along
with the mission objectives to compute
state a control trajectories

Control The control system uses the control trajectory

from guidance to compute control commands
that affect actuators engines wings etc

when you drive a car you are the navigation
and guidance systems You are also part of the control

system



A good GNC system is one that is

robust to measurement noise uncertainties disturbances

unmodeled dynamics

stable so that small errors don't cause

large changes in results

simple enough so that it can run in real time

The three components of GNC are obviously coupled

The guidance system should not rely on estimates

unavailable from navigation
The guidance system should not generate commands

beyond the actuator limits
The guidance system should not run so frequently
that the actuators can't keep up
And so on

The fields of guidance navigation a control can be

quite specialized There are guidance engineers
nav engineers a control engineers All three tend to

be more mathematical than experimental or simulation based



As mentioned above the guidance system computes trajectories
It may do so by

using a reference trajectory or a priori plan
making approximations so equations can be solved

analytically
solving equations numerically

solving an optimization optimal control problem

In any case it's important that the method be quick
guaranteed to work Imagine a rocket crashing because

the Newton solver doesn't converge

many times the guidance system involves some form of
optimization i e it computes trajectories that minimize

the arrival time minimize fuel consumption maximize

range and so on

The mathematical field associated with optimal trajectories
is optimal control The origins of optimal control date back
to Euler Lagrange in their study of the Calculusof
Variations Formally optimal control came to be in the 1959
in Russia through Pontryagin to his colleagues



It is not uncommon in the engineering to encounter a

view point that the classical Calculus of variations
optimal control are the same This is wrong

as described by Pontryagin in his seminal book



A prereg for optimal control is finitedimensional

optimization Given a curve in finite dimensional space
find the point that minimizes the curve

W
minimum

In optimal control we aren't looking for a point We are

looking for a curve or function or trajectory The basis

for a function space is infinite Thus optimal control is

infinite dimensional optimization

or
various functions between

two points



Optimization problems whether in finite or infinite dimensioned

space can be difficult to solve They become easy to
solve when they are convex As such our study of
optimal spacecraft guidance will begin with

Non convex Programming

Convex Programming

Discrete time optimal Control
Continuous time optimal control

we will investigate guidance applications w in each

We will conclude the course by studying the literature


